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Nothing on this planet has any meaning by itself. All meaning comes from people, animals, things and
phenomenons being connected one way or another, through heritage, through genetics, through
animosity, through destiny, through osmosis and what have you. Sports and Finance is an album about
connections. It connects eight songs dealing with the matter.
Surely there are connections between Sports and Finance and pop music or whatever it is that normal
folks listen to. These connections may not be as obvious as the connections between Sports and
Finance and things like noise rock, avantgarde, electro, math, truth or dare, but then again, what one will
find depends on what one is looking for. Sports and Finance might be a radical body of work and a
menace for every dancefloor but Spoelstra firmly believes there is no reason to let any of the abrasive
riffs, loose strings, stumbling patterns, rural outbursts and tearjerk twists stand in the way of a good song
unless it is funny.
ABOUT SPOELSTRA
Sports and Finance is the fourth release by Spoelstra, a musician from The Hague, The Netherlands. He
debuted with I Got Issues the Shape of Italy (10” lathe cut, 2009), a concept ep about countries and
borders. Musically he was looking for the borders of country music. The followup The Almighty Internet
(cd, 2010) was more electro. Thematically it questioned the importance of information technology in
modern society. Pallets (tape + book, 2011) was an impressive collection of songs, art, cartoons,
fashion, cliff hangers, flashbacks and what not provided an indepth look on pallets, storage and
transportation issues
ABOUT NARROMINDED
Narrominded is a Dutch record label. Since 2000 we release vinyl, cd’s and digital releases by rock
bands like Katadreuffe, Boutros Bubba, Fine China Superbone and Gone Bald and electronic and
electro
acoustic music by artists like Hunter Complex, Spoelstra, Coen Oscar Polack, Puin + Hoop,
Hydrus, Machinist and Matto Frank.
Recent releases: Puin + Hoop 
Er zit een gat in de soep (cd), Katadreuffe  Malconfort (lp), Coen Oscar
Polack & Herman Wilken  Fathomless (lp), Hydrus 
Nodes (cd), Hunter Complex 
Heat (lp).
Coming in 2014: Hunter Complex – Limelight (ep), Life Savings (ep) and much more.
Various releases by Narrominded are available via distributors like Clone, Rush Hour, Decks, Norman
Records, Worm and Ear
Rational and online a.o. via iTunes, Bandcamp, Deezer and Spotify.
Narrominded is run fully independent, both financially and artistically.
www.narrominded.com / music@narrominded.com

